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Appendix 5 – Trade and Mobility Agreements 

New West Partnership Trade Agreement  

Under the New West Partnership Trade Agreement, British Columbia, Alberta and 

Saskatchewan have agreed to reconcile or mutually recognize occupational standards.  

Professionals and skilled tradespersons certified in one province are recognized as qualified in 

all three provinces.   

Article 13: Labour Mobility  

1.  Any worker certified for an occupation by a regulatory authority of a Party shall be 
recognized as qualified to practice that occupation by the other Parties.  

2.  Requirements imposed on workers to obtain a license, certification, or to register with a 
Party or one of its regulatory authorities prior to commencing work within the territory of that 
Party shall be deemed to be consistent with paragraph 1 provided that no material additional 
training, education, experience, or examinations are required as part of that registration 
procedure and registrations are processed on a timely basis.  

3.  For greater certainty, and without limiting the general application of Part II(B) to such 
measures, a regulatory authority of a Party may refuse to certify or recognize a worker, or 
may impose conditions or restrictions on a worker, provided that the refusal or imposition of 
conditions or restrictions complies with Article 6.  

4.  Any worker certified to practice a trade under the Red Seal Program shall be recognized as 

qualified to practice that trade in the other Parties. 

  

http://www.newwestpartnershiptrade.ca/the_agreement.asp
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Agreement on Internal Trade 

Chapter 7 of the Agreement of Internal Trade (AIT) ensures that any worker certified, licensed, 

registered or officially recognized in one province or territory, upon application, will be certified, 

licensed, registered or officially recognized for that same occupation by any other province or 

territory without the worker being required to undertake any material additional requirements, 

such as education, training, examination or assessments. 

The AIT recognizes that there are several models across the provinces to permit a limited 

practice designation. It allows for regulatory authorities to assess those certifications and apply 

equivalent limitations or restrictions.   

Chapter 7, Article 706 

4. Nothing in paragraphs 1 or 2 limits the ability of a regulatory authority of a Party to:  

(d) assess the equivalency of a practice limitation, restriction or condition imposed on a worker 
in his or her current certifying jurisdiction to any practice limitation, restriction or condition that 
may be applied by the regulatory authority to a worker in its territory, and apply an equivalent 
practice limitation, restriction or condition to the worker’s certification, or, where the regulatory 
authority has no provision for applying an equivalent limited, restricted or conditional 
certification, refuse to certify the worker;  

provided that:  

(e) any such measure is the same as, or substantially similar to but no more onerous than, that 
imposed by the regulatory authority on its own workers; and  

(f) the measure does not create a disguised restriction on labour mobility. 
 

http://www.ait-aci.ca/labour_en/pdf/chapter7_text_en.pdf

